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           Vladimir Kozin  EVOLUTION  OF THE U.S. MISSILE DEFENS  BEYOND 2040    AND RUSSIA'S STANCE     CONTENTS     List of abbreviations.………………………………..……………………..…...........….  4  Foreword….……………………………………………………..………………………..…...… 6     Chapter I.  FROM U.S. NATIONAL TO GLOBAL MISSILE DEFENSE  1. Development of the U.S. BMD in 1945-200.................................... 11  2. U.S.BMD during George W. Bush Administration (2001-2009).….…. 41  3. Barack Obama’s ‘Phased Adaptive Approach’ (2009-2016)………...... 54  4. Major results of Phase 1 and 2 of the EPAA (2011-2016) ................ 75     Chapter II. PROCESS OF FIELDING OF MULTILATERAL BMD   1. Aegis system: the core of the U.S. BMD infrastructure..................  113   2. Improving of  NATO BMD system ….……….…..…..…….…….……………..  137  3. Consequences of making of the ‘Chicago triad’ …..……..................  163  4. BMD employment in Asia and Asia Pacific ……...…………..….............  195     Chapter III. KEY ELEMENTS OF RUSSIA’S STANCE  1.  Consistency of Moscow’s views (1991-2008) ................................ 234  2. The details of Russia’s ‘sectoral approach’ ….………………………...…..   253  3. Guaranteeing “indirectness” of BMD …………….……………...…...........  261  4. Russia’s countermeasures vs the U.S. BMD in 2008-2016………....…. 277     Chapter IV. RESOLVING THE DILEMMA:PRACTICAL PROPOSALS  1. Results of international conferences on missile defense …..…........  296  2. Criticism of ‘compromised’ proposals on missile defense..............  317  3. Additional measures for addressing the problem ....………..……......  349     Conclusion….………………………………..……………….……….……………………..…. 362  Appendix………………………………………………………….....……….……………......  369  U.S. Missile Defense Agency (organizational chart)…….….……..…………   385  Selected articles by the author on the BMD issue ………………..………..    386  Bibliography……………………… ………………………….…...............................  427  About the author…………………………………………………......................…..    446  Illustrations………………………………………………………………………………….…..  447        FOREWORD     The development and deployment of the U.S. missile defense, America being a pioneer in thesphere, began over 60 years ago.  The lively discussion that went on among the U.S. leaders at the dawn of development andpractical use of anti-missile technology in combat components of ballistic missile interceptionwas quite dramatic and tense. The main stumbling block was the dilemma: would this systembe efficient or not, would it be able to intercept and destroy all incoming missiles launchedtowards the American continent, would the setup of such an anti-missile infrastructure result in anuclear arms race between countries that had nuclear arsenals and setting up their own missiledefenses?  In the 1970s, the fight between ideas and concepts in the sphere of providing protection againstballistic missiles in the United States was won by proponents of a carefully calibrated policy whoadvocated deployment of a limited system for interception of such missiles on a scale thatwould not provoke America’s main rival – the Soviet Union – to take retaliatory steps. In thesecircumstances, Washington in 1972 initiated the signing of the ABM Treaty with Moscow thathas recognized the need to maintain a balance between strategic offensive nuclear weaponsand strategic defensive systems and therefore agreed to their simultaneous restrictionqualitatively and quantitatively. Remarkably, the agreement between the two leadingsuperpowers was achieved during the Cold war, which was marked by instability and suspicion,sometimes escalating to a dramatic level.  The paradox with missile defense development in the 21st century is related to the fact thatafter the period of bloc confrontation ended, a completely opposite trend emerged within theAmerican elite, with those favoring the disruption of the global strategic balance getting theupper hand when developing new concepts of the anti-missile “shield”. These groups, closelylinked to the defense industry, made an attempt to disrupt the organic interrelationshipsbetween strategic offensive nuclear arms and strategic defensive weapons, and began activelypromoting withdrawal from the ABM Treaty, which had always been seen by the previous U.S.military and political leaders as “a corner stone of strategic stability in the world.” Washingtonmanaged to carry out this plan in June 2002, when it unilaterally and without any compellingreason withdrew from the ABM Treaty and started uncontrollably building up differentmodifications of missile defense systems, first on the national, then on regional and later on theglobal scale.  In recent years, the most destabilizing project in this respect has been the concept of EuropeanPhased Adaptive Approach or EPAA that meant the deployment of a missile interceptionsystem, which was announced by President Barack Obama on September 17, 2009, in theWhite House’s Diplomatic Reception Room. The proposed ambitious scheme for deployingmissile defense capabilities designed till 2020 and later extended till 2022 under the plan for“restructuring” of the entire system, announced on March 15, 2013, exceeded all previousconcepts of the U.S. anti-missile infrastructure, developed and implemented by previousadministrations, for its scale and military and strategic consequences. Washington explains thatits wish to expand the BMDS to global dimensions is dictated by the fact that over 30 countrieshave obtained, or are trying to obtain ballistic missile technology.  The first results of this step towards this goal are well known. The United States, their allies inthe North Atlantic Treaty Organization and certain “privileged” partners that are not members ofthe Alliance have already set up a broad-based territorial and exterritorial missile defenseinfrastructure. Notably, in 2011-2016 served as the backbone of its global missile defense, setup an intercontinental network of information and reconnaissance facilities and new specializedmultinational command and control bodies, which have already tested channels ofinteroperability in a real time. During this period, the international legal framework was adjustedto allow deployment of missile defense components; this was done in form of agreementssigned with Washington’s five partners in implementation of its long-term missile defensestrategy – Spain, Poland, Romania, the Netherlands and Turkey.  Entering upon his second presidential term, Barack Obama left unchanged his earlier promiseto the U.S. Congress not to reduce his missile defense program either qualitatively orquantitatively. Signs have emerged that it may be extended even after 2022. A new timeframehas been named: after 2030. Importantly, the U.S. incumbent Administration has not drasticallyreviewed a single missile defense program and their financing, or production amounts ofhigh-speed long-range interceptors, or plans of their deployment in key regions of the world.  The combination of the U.S. anti-missile, nuclear and conventional weapons deployed inEurope are forward-based in relation to the territory of the Russian Federation, which does nothave similar capabilities on the American continent or very close to it. This is the key differencebetween Moscow’s and Washington’s stances in terms of their armed forces’ deployment.  This monograph is devoted to the analysis of all these issues from the point of view of Russia’snational interests and the need to maintain global strategic stability on the basis of balancebetween strategic nuclear offensive and defensive weapons of the leading nuclear and “missiledefense” powers.  The book exhaustively studies U.S. and NATO programs to design, create and deploy missiledefenses in a broad historical retrospect, but with a main focus (nearly 95 percent) on thecontemporary stage of their implementation under the Administrations of Barack Obama, up toJanuary 2016. The book devotes significant attention to critical analysis of different“compromises” proposed by Western and Russian political analysts, often seeking to settle themissile defense issue in the interests of the USA and NATO member-states.   The monograph gives a detailed description of the Soviet Union’s and then the RussianFederation’s stand on the missile defense issue. The author puts forward arguments thatdefend his country’s national approach, believing that the setup of a forward-based anti-missile“shield” of main NATO countries led by the United States in direct proximity to the Russianlandmasses poses an increased security threat to strategic nuclear forces of Russia anddestabilizes the global military and strategic stability in general.  This circumstance is further aggravated by the fact that the United States constantlymodernizes its strategic and tactical nuclear forces, which form the basis of its strategicoffensive nuclear deterrence and still remain the main means of the first “preemptive andpreventive” nuclear strike. The named threat will become even broader as possibilities forintercepting ballistic and cruise missiles with anti-missile capabilities will increase withimprovement of the guidance systems, range and speed of the Alliance’s interceptor missiles,and as a result of its manufacturing of such interceptors on a bigger scale.  The concept of building the U.S. missile defense has global implications; its deployed combatcomponents have the potential for intercepting Russian missiles already today and pose athreat for the Russian forces of nuclear deterrence. The constantly growing informationsubsystem of the U.S. missile defense infrastructure ensures coverage of the entire Russianterritory, and comprehensive use of its different information and reconnaissance assetssignificantly increases the efficiency of such infrastructure in general terms.  It is also important to take into account that America’s EPAA, the NATO ballistic missile defenseAction Plan, and the “Rules of Engagement” concerning the use of anti-ballistic missiles, i.e. theelaborated Alliance’s instructions on the procedure and ways of using combat missile defensecapabilities – all these documents have been drafted and adopted without Russia’sparticipation.  So, from the view of practical steps taken by the United States and their closest NATO allieswith regard to global missile defense deployment, they may further consolidate efforts in thissphere in the coming years. This will allow the Pentagon to unfold a solid “anti-missile umbrella”over vast areas in Europe and around it, in the Asia-Pacific region and in the Persian Gulf, theMiddle and Near East, as well as over its own nuclear missiles, which have been concentratedin forward-based areas.  At the end of 2016, it was more than fifty years since the Caribbean crisis (its escalation tookplace in October 1962), which was caused by unilateral deployment of the U.S. nuclear missilecapabilities in Italy and Turkey with powerful nuclear warheads aimed at the Soviet Union. Itcannot be ruled out that if members of the “nuclear five” that have national missile defensesystems do not find a mutually acceptable solution to the missile defense problem, another, thistime an “anti-missile” crisis may break out, with similar consequences. It can really aggravatethe international situation, lower down the level of trust between great powers, stall the processof nuclear weapons reductions, erode strategic stability and bring about a competition betweennuclear missiles and missile defense capabilities.  From the point of view of its national security, Russia cannot ignore such importantcircumstances of strategic nature. So, the national stand of the Russian Federation on the issueof missile defense is based on two key principles: the U.S.-NATO missile defense should notdamage Russia’s national security, and Russia’s potential participation in the setup of a joint or“cooperative” system for ballistic missile interception with the United States and NATO shouldbe necessarily based on the principle of equality and equal security of all parties, withoutprovoking a race of anti-missile or other types of arms, without undermining the security ofRussia’s allies and partners.  But if events go in a different direction, Moscow will be obliged to take greater care of itsnational security under qualitatively new military and strategic circumstances. As is well known,the Russian military and political leaders have been prompted to announce a list of potentialmilitary and technical measures in response to the ongoing buildup of the U.S.-NATOforward-based missile defense potential near the Russian borders. Obviously, this response willhave to grow stronger as the missile defense network of leading Western countries movescloser to Russia with view to undermine Russia’s defense capabilities and disrupt regional andinternational stability.  Having initiated the setup of a missile defense in the late 1940s for the first time in history, allU.S. administrations regardless of their political principles have steadily and consistently workedto increase the information, reconnaissance and combat potential of this type of defensecapabilities.  At the initial stage of the system’s deployment (1945-2002), U.S. presidents set the defenseindustry and the country’s military leaders the task of deploying missile defense infrastructureonly on the CONUS, on a limited scale and mainly as a means of protection of key militaryinstallations and civil infrastructure against ballistic missiles, but after the George W. BushAdministration came into power (he was president from 2001 to 2009), a stable trend emergedtowards deployment of its components outside the country. Function-wise, a task was setsimultaneously to protect against ballistic missiles’ strikes not only the U.S. Armed Forces, butalso the Armed Forces of all other NATO members, their civil population and their entirenational territories in general.  In the missile defense sphere, U.S. President Barack Obama has gone further than hispredecessors, announcing in September 2009 the launch of an absolutely new program of U.S.missile defense deployment in Europe, which was named the European Phased AdaptiveApproach (or EPAA). This plan initially designed to be finalized in 2020 and then in March 2013extended to 2022, allows the United States and their closest NATO allies having respectivemissile defense potentials to setup a forward-based structure for ballistic missile interceptionmainly on the European continent and around it at the adjacent seas.  Despite Russia’s objections, Washington continues implementing its ambitious plan of missiledefense deployment in direct proximity to the Russian borders, which has already created adirect threat to Russia’s national security and its defensive nuclear deterrence forces. Thisthreat may grow further by taking into account that the unified U.S.-NATO structure of missiledefense in Europe can be used together with the U.S. nuclear missiles, i.e. together with itsstrategic offensive forces and tactical nuclear weapons, as well as with high-precision andhypersonic types of conventional weapons, which are being simultaneously developed by theAmerican military-industrial complex. The formula of a mix of nuclear and conventional weaponswith missile defense capabilities was for the first time included in final documents of the NATOSummit that took place in Chicago in May 2012 and later reiterated at Wales NATO Summit inSeptember 2014.  The current research analyzes the military, political, diplomatic, financial and other aspects ofthe anti-missile shield that is being created by the United States and its closest allies, sums upthe main results of the first stage of the EPAA implementation and assesses the possibility of itsnext three stages being carried out. It critically considers various “compromises” offered byRussian and foreign experts on the setup of a joint missile defense between the United Statesand Russia.  It describes in detail the stance of the Russian military and political leaders on the issue ofmissile defense and their proposals to set up a joint missile defense structure together withleading Western countries. It makes additional practical proposals seeking to find a balancedsolution to the European BMD problem between Russia and the U.S./NATO based on theprinciples of equality and equal security of the parties and at the same time without damage toRussia’s national security interests.  The second English edition was enlarged due to additional material appeared after the first onewas published in 2014. Like the first edition, the updated one is complemented with illustrations(photographs, figures and graphs), mainly made by the author.     
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